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On Bivariate Kantorovich Exponential Sampling Series
Prashant Kumar ∗ A. Sathish Kumar † Shivam Bajpeyi ‡
Abstract
We analyse the approximation properties of the bivariate generalization of the family of
Kantorovich type exponential sampling series. We derive the point-wise and Voronovskaya type
theorem for these sampling type series. Using the modulus of smoothness, we obtain the quan-
titative estimate of order of convergence of these series. Further, we establish the degree of
approximation for these series associated with generalized Boolean sum (GBS) operators. Fi-
nally, we provide a few examples of kernels to which the theory can be applied along with the
graphical representation and error estimates.
Keywords.Kantorovich type exponential sampling series. Mellin transform. Mellin B-continuous.
Mixed modulus of smoothness. GBS operators.
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1 Introduction
The exponential sampling formula has been initiated by Bertero, Pike [18] and Gori [34] and
they establish a series representation for the class of Mellin band-limited function exploiting its
exponentially spaced samples. For f : R+ → C and c ∈ R, the exponential sampling formula is
given by
(Ec,T f )(x) :=
∞
∑
k=−∞
lin c
T
(e−kxT ) f (e
k
T )
where linc(x) =
x−c
2pii
xpii−x−pii
logc
= x−csinc(log x) with continuous extension linc(1) = 1. The above
sampling formula provides a very useful tool to approximate a signal by using its values at the
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node (e
k
w ) and this also called the Mellin-version of the Shannon sampling theorem (see [23]).
Butzer and Jansche [26] were first initiated the mathematical study of exponential sampling
formula exploiting the Mellin analysis. An independent study of Mellin theory was studied
by Mamedov in [40] and then developed by Butzer et.al. in [24, 25, 26, 27]. Subsequently,
various authors have contributed in the advancement of the Mellin theory, see [10, 11, 12, 13].
The convergence of the generalized exponential sampling series and their linear combination
was studied extensively in [14, 6] respectively. Subsequently, the approximation properties of
above series was studied in Mellin-Lebesgue spaces in [15]. The approximation properties of
the bivariate Kantorovich exponential sampling operators has been investigated in [16]. In order
to reduce the time jitter-error, the Kantorovich version of the generalized sampling series was
introduced and studied in [39]. Let x ∈ R+ and w > 0. Then the Kantorovich type exponential
sampling series is defined as
(Iχw f )(x) :=
+∞
∑
k=−∞
χ(e−kxw) w
∫ k+1
w
k
w
f (eu) du
where f : R+ → R is locally integrable such that the above series is absolutely convergent for
every x ∈ R+. This provides an useful tool to approximate approximate Lebesgue integrable
functions by using its samples at the nodes (e
k
w )w>0, k ∈ Z. In the spirit of improving the or-
der of approximation for the above family, the theory of linear combination of these operators
was developed in [45] using the tools of Mellin analysis. The Kantorovich type modification
of sampling series has been a topic of significant applications in approximation theory over the
past decades. The Kantorovich modifications of several operators have been studied in various
settings, see eg. [7, 9, 28, 29, 43, 32, 35, 37]. The approximation behaviour of multivariate and
non-linear Kantorovich type sampling operators was investigated in [8, 21, 22, 30, 31]. This
paper deals with the bivariate extension of the Kantorovich exponential sampling series along
with the associated GBS operators.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce some basic definitions and preliminary re-
sults in Section 2. The study of convergence results, eg. point-wise convergence theorem and
Voronovsakaya type theorem and its quantitative estimates in terms of modulus of continuity for
the family (2.1) has been given in Section 3. Subsequently, in Section 4, we define the GBS op-
erators of bivariate Kantorovich exponential sampling series and establish some approximation
results using the notion of Mellin Bo¨gel continuous and Mellin Bo¨gel differentiable functions.
We also provide a few examples based on the presented theory along with graphical representa-
tion and error-estimates.
2 Preliminaries
Let R+ denotes the set of all positive real numbers and R
2
+ := R+×R+. Let C
(r)(R2+) denotes
the space of all continuous functions with upto rth order partial derivatives are continuous and
bounded on R2+ equipped with the supremum norm ‖ f‖∞ := sup(x,y)∈R2+ | f (x,y)|. For conve-
nience, we set C(R2+) := C
(0)(R2+). For any δ > 0 and (x,y) ∈ R
2
+, Bδ (x,y) denotes the open
ball of radius δ and centred at (x,y), namely
Bδ (x,y) := {(u,v) ∈R
2
+ : (x−u)
2+(y− v)2 < δ 2}.
2
A function f :R2+→C
2 is called log-uniformly continuous onR2+ if for any given ε > 0 there ex-
ists δ > 0 such that | f (x,y)− f (u,v)|< ε whenever
(
(logx− logu)2+(logy− logv)2
)
< δ 2, for
any (x,y), (u,v) ∈R2+.We denote C (R
2
+) containing all log-uniformly continuous and bounded
functions defined on R2+. Moreover, L
∞(R2+) denotes the space of all bounded functions on R
2
+.
The notion of Mellin partial derivatives of any function f :R2+ →Cwith respect to variables x,y
is defined as
θx f := x
∂ f
∂x
and θy f := y
∂ f
∂y
.
For h = (h1,h2) ∈ N
2
0, the Mellin partial derivatives of order r, where r = |h| = h1+h2 is given
by
θ r
xh1 yh2
f := θh1x (θ
h2
y f ).
In particular, for r = 2 we have θ2x f := θx(θx f ) and θ
2
y f := θy(θy f ). Let f : R
2
+ → C be such
that f ∈C(r)(R2+), r ∈N. For (x,y),(s, t) ∈R
2
+, the bivariate Taylor formula in the Mellin setting
(see [16]) is given by
f (sx, ty) = f (x,y)+ (θx log s+θy log t) f (x,y)+ · · ·+
(θx logs+θy log t))
r−1
(r−1)!
f (x,y)+Rr(s, t),
where Rr(s, t) := h(s, t)(log
2 s+ log2 t)
r
2 and lim
(s,t)→(1,1)
h(s, t) = 0.
Assume that χ ∈C(R2+) be fixed. Then for any η ∈ N0 = N∪{0}, p = (p1, p2) ∈ N
2
0 with
|p|= p1+ p2 = η , we define the algebraic moments of order η as
m(p1,p2)(χ ,u,v) :=
∞
∑
k=−∞
∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−ku,e− jv)(k− logu)p1( j− logv)p2
and the absolute moments by
M(p1,p2)(χ) :=
∞
∑
k=−∞
∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)||k− logu|p1 | j− logv|p2
Also,
Mη(χ) := max
|p|=η
M(p1,p2)(χ).
Remark 2.1 We can easily see that for ξ ,η ∈ N0 with ξ < η , Mη(χ) < +∞ implies that
Mξ (χ)<+∞. Indeed, for p1+ p2 = ξ
∞
∑
k=−∞
∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)| |k− logu|p1 | j− logv|p2
= ∑ ∑
(k, j)∈B1(logu,logv)
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)| |k− logu|p1 | j− logv|p2
+∑ ∑
(k, j)/∈B1(logu,logv)
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)| |k− logu|p1 | j− logv|p2
≤ (‖χ‖∞ +Mη(χ)) <+∞.
Also note that when χ is compactly supported then we have Mη(χ)< ∞, for every η ∈ N0.
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Now we assume that the kernel satisfies the following conditions :
K1) The series
∞
∑
k=−∞
∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−ku,e− jv) = 1, for every (u,v) ∈ R2+.
K2) M2(χ)<+∞ and
lim
γ→+∞
∑ ∑
(k, j)/∈Bγ(logu,logv)
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)| |k− logu|p1 | j− logv|p2 = 0
uniformly for (u,v) ∈ R2+, where p1+ p2 = 2.
Remark 2.2 The condition (K2) implies that
lim
γ→+∞
∑ ∑
(k, j)/∈Bγ(logu,logv)
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)| |k− logu|p1 | j− logv|p2 = 0 for p1+ p2 = h, h= 0,1.
We easily see that
lim
γ→+∞
∑ ∑
(k, j)/∈Bγ(logu,logv)
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)| |k− logu|p1 | j− logv|p2
≤ lim
γ→+∞
1
γ2−h ∑ ∑
(k, j)/∈Bγ(logu,logv)
|χ(e−ku,e− jv)| |k− logu|(p1−h+2) | j− logv|p2
≤ lim
γ→+∞
1
γ2−h
M2(χ).
Let ψ denotes the class of kernels satisfying the assumptions (K1)-(K2). Then, for χ ∈ ψ
and w> 0, the bivariate Kantorovich exponential sampling series is defined as
(Iχw f )(x,y) :=
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
f (eu,ev) du dv (2.1)
where f : R2+ → R is a locally integrable function such that the above series is convergent
∀(x,y) ∈ R2+. In view of condition (K2), the series (2.1) is well-defined for the class of bounded
functions on R2+.
3 Convergence Results
In this section, we analyse the pointwise and uniform convergence results and a Voronovskaya
type asymptotic formula for the sampling series (I
χ
w f )w>0 exploiting the bivariate Mellin Taylor’s
formula.
Theorem 3.1 Let χ ∈ ψ and f ∈ L∞(R2+). Then the series (I
χ
w f )(x,y) converges to f (x,y) at
every point (x,y) ∈ R2+, the point of continuity of f . Further, for f ∈ C (R
2
+) we have
lim
w→∞
‖Iχw f − f‖∞ = 0.
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Proof. In view of condition (K1), we write
|Iχw f (x,y)− f (x,y)| ≤
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
∣∣∣∣χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)
∣∣∣∣w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
| f (eu,ev)− f (x,y)| du dv
≤

∑ ∑
( k
w
, j
w
)∈B δ
2
(logx,log y)
+∑ ∑
( k
w
, j
w
)/∈B δ
2
(logx,logy)

∣∣χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)∣∣
w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
| f (eu,ev)− f (x,y)| dudv := I1+ I2.
As f ∈ C (R2+), for any ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that | f (e
u,eu)− f (x,y)| < ε , whenever√
(u− logx)2+(v− logy)2 < δ . Let w
′
be fixed such that 1
w
< δ
2
for every w > w
′
. Now for
u ∈
[
k
w
, k+1
w
]
and v ∈
[
j
w
, j+1
w
]
and w> w
′
, we have
|u− logx| ≤
∣∣∣u− k
w
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣ k
w
− logx
∣∣∣< δ ,
and
|v− logy| ≤
∣∣∣v− j
w
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣ j
w
− logy
∣∣∣< δ ,
whenever
∣∣ k
w
− logx
∣∣ < δ
2
and
∣∣ j
w
− logy
∣∣ < δ
2
. This gives |I1| < εM0(χ). Subsequently, I2 can
be estimated as
|I2| ≤ 2‖ f‖∞ ∑ ∑
( k
w
, j
w
)/∈B δ
2
(logx,log y)
∣∣χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)∣∣.
In view of Remark 2.2, we deduce that |I2| ≤ 2ε‖ f‖∞. Combining the estimates I1− I2 we get
the desired result.
Theorem 3.2 Let f ∈ C(2)(R2+) locally at (x,y) and χ ∈ ψ be the kernel such that m1,0(χ) =
m0,1(χ) = 0. Then we have
lim
w→∞
w
[
(Iχw f )(x,y)− f (x,y)
]
=
1
2
[θx f (x,y)+θy f (x,y)] .
Proof. Since f ∈C(2)(R+), using the Taylor’s formula in terms of Mellin derivatives (see [24,
14]) upto second order term, we can write
f (eu,ev) = f (x,y)+θx f (x,y)(u− log x)+θy f (x,y)(v− logy)
+
1
2!
(
θx(u− logx)+θy(v− logy)
)2
f (x,y)+h
(eu
x
,
ev
y
)(
(u− logx)2+(v− logy)2
)
,
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where h is a bounded function such that lim
(s,t)→(1,1)
h(s, t) = 0. In view of (2.1), we obtain
(Iχw f )(x,y)− f (x,y) =
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−kxw,e− jyw) w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
[
θx f (x,y)(u− log x)
+θy f (x,y)(v− log y)+
1
2!
(
θx(u− logx)+θy(v− logy)
)2
f (x,y)
+h
(eu
x
,
ev
y
)(
(u− logx)2+(v− logy)2
)]
du dv := I1+ I2+ I3.
It is easy to see that
I1 =
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−kxw,e− jyw) w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
[
θx f (x,y)(u− log x)+θy f (x,y)(v− log y)
]
dudv
=
1
2w
[θx f (x,y)+θy f (x,y)] .
Similarly, we obtain
I2 =
1
6w2
[
2θ2x f (x,y)(1+3m2,0(χ))+3θ
2
xy f (x,y)(1+4m1,1(χ))+2θ
2
y f (x,y)(1+3m0,2(χ))
]
.
In order to estimate I3, let ε > 0 be fixed then there exists δ > 0 such that |h(s, t)| < ε whenever
|s−1|< δ and |t−1|< δ .Moreover, let w
′
be fixed in such a way that 1
w
< δ
2
for every w> w
′
.
We write I3 as
|I3| ≤ ∑ ∑
( k
w
, j
w
)∈B δ
2
(logx,log y)
∣∣χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
[
h
(eu
x
,
ev
y
)
(u− logx)2+(v− logy)2
]
du dv
∣∣∣∣∣
+∑ ∑
( kw ,
j
w )/∈B δ
2
(logx,logy)
∣∣χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
[
h
(eu
x
,
ev
y
)
(u− logx)2+(v− logy)2
]
du dv
∣∣∣∣∣
:= I
′
3+ I
′′
3 .
Using the argument of Theorem 3.1, we deduce that
|wI
′
3| ≤
ε
6w
(7M0(χ)+24M2(χ)+24M1(χ)) .
For I
′′
3 , using Remark 2.2 and the fact that h is bounded, we obtain
|I
′′
3 | ≤ ‖h‖∞ ∑ ∑
( k
w
, j
w
)/∈B δ
2
(logx,logy)
∣∣χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)| w2 ∫ k+1w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
(
(u− logx)2+(v− logy)2
)
du dv
≤
55ε‖h‖∞
6w2
.
Hence, we obtain |wI
′′
3 | ≤
55ε‖h‖∞
6w
. Combining the estimates of I1− I3, we get required result.
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Remark 3.1 It is important to note that the similar asymptotic formula can be obtained for
f ∈ C(1)(R2+). But, the assumption f ∈ C
(2)(R2+) is considered to show that the family (2.1)
converges linearly even if the higher order partial derivatives exist on R2+.
Remark 3.2 The condition that f is bounded on R2+ in Theorem 4.2 can be relaxed by assuming
that there are arbitrary constants a,b such that | f (x,y)| ≤ a+b| log2 x+ log2 y|, ∀x,y ∈ R2+.
First we show that the series (2.1) is well defined for such f . Indeed
|Iχw f )(x)| ≤
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)| w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
| f (eu,ev)| dudv
≤
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)| w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
(a+b|u2+ v2|) dudv
≤ M0(χ)
[
a+b
(
| log2 x|+ | log2 y|
)
+
2b
3w2
]
+
b
w2
[M1,0(χ)+M0,1(χ)+M2,0(χ)+M0,2(χ)] .
This shows that the series (I
χ
w f )w>0 is absolutely convergent in R
2
+. For any fixed (x,y) ∈ R
2
+,
we define
P2(u,v) := f (x,y)+ (θx f )(x,y)(u− log x)+ (θy f )(x,y)(v− log y)
+
1
2!
(
(θ2x f )(x,y)(u− log x)
2+2(θ2xy f )(x,y)(u− log x)(v− logy)+ (θ
2
y f )(x,y)(v− log y)
2
)
.
From the bivariate Taylor’s formula in terms of Mellin derivatives upto second order term, we
can write as
h
(
eu
x
,
eu
y
)
=
f (eu,ev)−P2(u,v)
(u− logx)2+(v− logy)2
,
where h is a function such that lim
(u−logx)→0
(v−logy)→0
h
(
eu
x
,
ev
y
)
= 0. This implies that h is bounded in δ−
neighbourhood of (logx, logy), i.e (u,v) ∈ Bδ (logx, logy). Now for (u,v) /∈ Bδ (logx, logy), we
have
|h(eux−1,evy−1)| ≤
| f (eu,ev)|
|u− logx|2+ |v− logy|2
+
|P2(u,v)|
|u− logx|2+ |v− logy|2
≤
a+b|u2+ v2|
|u− logx|2+ |v− logy|2
+
|P2(u,v)
|u− logx|2+ |v− logy|2
.
This show that h(., .) is also bounded for (u,v) /∈Bδ (logx, logy). This concludes that h is bounded
on R2+. Now we can proceed in the similar manner as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 to get the same
asymptotic formula.
For f ∈ C (R2+), the logarithmic modulus of continuity is defined as
ω( f ,δ ) := sup{| f (x,y)− f (u,v)| : | logx− logu| ≤ δ1, | logy− logv| ≤ δ2 δ1,δ2 ∈R
+}.
For every δ1 > 0, δ2 > 0 and (x,y),(u,v) ∈ R
2
+, ω satisfies the following properties:
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a) ω( f ,δ1,δ2)→ 0 as δ1 → 0 and δ2 → 0.
b) | f (x,y)− f (u,v)| ≤ ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
(
1+ | logx−logu|δ1
)(
1+ | logy−logv|δ2
)
.
Further properties of modulus of continuity can be found in [40, 11]. Now we obtain a quantita-
tive estimate of the convergence of series (2.1) for f ∈ C (R2+).
Theorem 3.3 Let f ∈ C (R2+). Then for any (x,y) ∈ R
2
+), we have
|(Iχw f )(x,y)− f (x,y)| ≤ ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
[
M0(χ)
(
1+
1
2δ1w
+
1
2δ2w
+
1
4δ1δ1w2
)
+
M1,0(χ)
δ1w
(
1+
1
2wδ1
)]
+ ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
[
M0,1(χ)
δ2w
(
1+
1
2wδ2
)
+
M1,1(χ)
δ1δ2w2
]
,
for any w> 0 and δ1 > 0,δ2 > 0.
Proof. Using property (b) of ω , we can write
|(Iχw f )(x,y)− f (x,y)| ≤ ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)| w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
(
1+
|u− logx|
δ1
)(
1+
|v− logy|
δ2
)
du dv
≤ ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)|w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
(
1+
|u− logx|
δ1
+
|v− logy|
δ2
+
|u− logx|
δ1
|v− logy|
δ2
)
du dv
:= J1+ J2+ J3+ J4.
It is easy to see that J1 =M0(χ)ω( f ,δ1,δ2). Now we estimate J2.
J2 ≤
ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
δ1
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)| w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
|u− logx| du dv
≤
ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
2δ1w
[M0(χ)+2M1,0(χ)] .
Similarly, we obtain J3 ≤
ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
2δ2w
[M0(χ)+2M0,1(χ)] . Finally, we evaluate J4.
J4 ≤
ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
δ1δ2
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
|χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)| w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
|u− logx||v− logy| du dv
≤
ω( f ,δ1,δ2)
4δ1δ2w2
[M0(χ)+2M1,0(χ)+2M0,1(χ)+4M1,1(χ)] .
On combining the estimates J1− J4, we get the desired estimate.
Remark 3.3 For fixed w > 0, if we put δ1 = δ2 =
1
w
then the estimate in Theorem 3.3 is as
follows:
|(Iχw f )(x,y)− f (x,y)| ≤
κ
4
ω
(
f ,
1
w
)
, κ := (9M0(χ)+6M1,0(χ)+6M0,1(χ)+4M1,1(χ)) .
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4 GBS-Bivariate Kantorovich Sampling Series
Bo¨gel pioneered the notion of B-continuous and B-differentiable functions and furnished signif-
icant results in [19, 20]. Badea and Cottin [4, 5] established the well-known Korovkin theorem
for B-continuous functions. Dobrescu and Matei [33] showed that B-continuous function can be
approximated uniformly by GBS operators associated to Bernstein polynomials on bounded do-
main. The study of approximation behaviour of GBS operators of Bernstein-Stancu polynomials
was developed in [41]. Agrawal et al. [3] derived the order of convergence for Lupas¸-Durrmeyer
type GBS operators on the basis of Po´lya distribution. Since then, various authors have con-
tributed significantly in this direction, see eg [2, 17, 36, 44, 38, 42, 1].
For X ,Y ⊆ R+, we call a function f : X ×Y → R as Mellin B-continuous (Mellin Bo¨gel
Continuous) at (u,v) ∈ X×Y if
lim
(x,y)→(eu ,ev)
∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y] = 0,
where ∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y] = f (x,y)− f (x,ev)− f (eu,y)+ f (eu,ev). The function f : X×Y →R is
Mellin B-bounded if there exists λ > 0 such that |∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y] | ≤ λ for every (x,y),(u,v) ∈
X ×Y. Throughout this paper, we denote Bb(R
2
+) and Cb(R
2
+) be the space of all Mellin B-
bounded and Mellin B-continuous functions on R2+ with the usual sup-norm ‖.‖∞ respectively.
Now for any f ∈ Cb(R
2
+), the GBS of bivariate Kantorovich exponential sampling series is
defined as
I˜χw ( f ;x,y) := I
χ
w( f (x,v)+ f (u,y)− f (u,v);x,y)
for all (x,y), (u,v) ∈ R2+.
We estimate the order of convergence for the family of operators I˜
χ
w ( f ;x,y) using Bo¨gel
frame of modulus of continuity for f ∈ Cb(R
2
+). For any δ1,δ2 > 0, the mixed modulus of
smoothness in the Mellin sense is defined as
ωB( f ;δ1,δ2) := sup{| ∆(x,y) f [s, t;x,y] | : | log s− logx |< δ1, | log t− logy |< δ2}
for every (x,y),(u,v) ∈ R2+.
Theorem 4.1 Let f ∈ Cb(R
2
+). Then the following estimate holds
| I˜χw ( f ;x,y)− f (x,y) |≤
(
1+
A1
δ1
+
A2
δ2
+
A3
δ1δ2
)
ωB ( f ;δ1,δ2)
where A1 =
1
2w
(M0,0+2M1,0) ,A2=
1
2w
(M0,0+2M0,1) ,A3=
1
4w2
(M0,0+2M1,0+2M0,1+4M1,1) .
Proof. Using the property ωB ( f ;αδ1,βδ2)≤ (1+α)(1+β )ωB ( f ;δ1,δ2) for α ,β > 0, we write
| ∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y] | ≤ ωB ( f ; | u− logx |, | v− logy |)
≤
(
1+
| u− logx |
δ1
)(
1+
| v− logy |
δ2
)
ωB ( f ;δ1,δ2)
for any (x,y),(u,v) ∈R2+ and δ1,δ2 > 0. Now, applying the series (I˜
χ
w ) on ∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y], we
obtain
I˜χw ( f ;x,y) = f (x,y)− I
χ
w (∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y]). (4.2)
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From (4.2), we have
| (I˜χw )( f ;x,y)− f (x,y) | ≤
[
1+
I
χ
w (| u− logx |;x,y)
δ1
+
I
χ
w (| v− logy |;x,y)
δ2
+
I
χ
w (| u− logx || v− logy |;x,y)
δ1δ2
]
ωB ( f ;δ1,δ2) .
Using the definition (2.1), we obtain
Iχw (| u− logx |;x,y) =
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
| u− logx | du dv
=
1
2w
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)[1+2(w logx− k)]
=
1
2w
(M0,0+2M1,0) .
Similarly, we get I
χ
w (| v− logy |;x,y) =
1
2w
(M0,0+2M0,1) . Finally, we have
Iχw (| u− logx || v− logy |;x,y) =
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)w2
∫ k+1
w
k
w
∫ j+1
w
j
w
| u− logx || v− logy | du dv
=
1
2w
+∞
∑
k=−∞
+∞
∑
j=−∞
χ(e−kxw,e− jyw)[1+2(w logy− k)][1+2(w logx− k)]
=
1
4w2
(M0,0+2M1,0+2M0,1+4M1,1) .
On substituting these estimates, we get the desired result.
Now we define a Mellin B-differential (Mellin Bo¨gel differential) function. A function f :
X×Y (⊆R2+)→R is said to be Mellin B-differential at (u,v), if the following limit exist finitely
lim
(x,y)−→(eu,ev)
∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y]
(u− logx)(v− logy)
.
The Mellin B-differential of f at any point (u,v) is represented as θB( f ;u,v). Moreover, we
denote Db(R
2
+) as the space of all Mellin B-differentiable function on R
2
+.
Theorem 4.2 Let f ∈Db(R
2
+) and θB f ∈B(R
2
+). Then for each (x,y) ∈ R
2
+, we have
| (I˜χw )( f ;x,y)− f (x,y) | ≤ E1 (3‖θB f‖∞ +ωB ( f ;δ1,δ2))+
(
E2
δ1
+
E3
δ2
+
E4
δ1δ2
)
ωB (θB f ;δ1,δ2)
where E1 =
1
4w2
(M0,0+2M1,0+2M0,1+4M1,1) ,E2 =
1
6w3
(M0,0+3M2,0+3M1,0+2M0,1+6M2,1+6M1,1) ,
E3 =
1
6w3
(M0,0+3M0,2+3M0,1+2M1,0+6M1,2+6M1,1) ,
E4 =
1
9w4
(M0,0+3M2,0+3M0,2+3M1,0+3M0,1+9M2,2+9M1,2+9M2,1+9M1,1) .
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Proof. Since f ∈ Db(R
2
+), we have ∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y] = (u− logx)(v− log y)θB f (p,q), where
p ∈ (logx,u) and q ∈ (logy,v). Using the definition of ∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y], we write
θB f (p,q) = ∆(x,y)θB f (p,q)+θB f (p,y)+θB f (x,q)−θB f (x,y).
Using the above equality and the fact that θB f ∈B(R
2
+), we have
| Iχw
(
∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y];x,y
)
| = | Iχw ((u− logx)(v− logy)θB f (p,q);x,y) |
≤ Iχw (| u− logx || v− logy || ∆x,y f (p,q) |;x,y)
+Iχw (| u− logx || v− logy | (| θB f (p,y) |+ | θB f (x,q) |+ | θB f (x,y) |) ;x,y)
≤ Iχw (| u− logx || v− logy | ωB (θB f ; | p− logx |, | q− logy |))
+3‖θB f‖∞I
χ
w (| u− logx || v− logy |) .
Using the monotonicity of mixed modulus of smoothness ωB, we write
| (I˜χw )( f ;x,y)− f (x,y) | ≤ 3‖θB f‖∞ I
χ
w (| u− logx || v− logy |;x,y)
+
[
I
χ
w
(
| u− logx |2| v− logy |;x,y
)
δ1
+
I
χ
w
(
| u− logx || v− logy |2;x,y
)
δ2
+
I
χ
w
(
| u− logx |2| v− logy |2;x,y
)
δ1δ2
]
ωB (θB f ;δ1,δ2) .
From the definition (2.1), we obtain
Iχw (| u− logx || v− logy |;x,y) =
1
4w2
[
M0,0+2M1,0+2M0,1+4M1,1
]
.
Iχw
(
| u− logx |2| v− logy |;x,y
)
=
1
6w3
[
M0,0+3M2,0+3M1,0+2M0,1+6M2,1+6M1,1
]
.
Iχw
(
| u− logx || v− logy |2;x,y
)
=
1
6w3
[
M0,0+3M0,2+3M0,1+2M1,0+6M1,2+6M1,1
]
.
Iχw
(
| u− logx |2| v− logy |2;x,y
)
=
1
9w4
[
M0,0+3M2,0+3M0,2+3M1,0+3M0,1+9M2,2
+9M1,2+9M2,1+9M1,1
]
.
Using these estimates, we obtain the required result.
Now, we study the degree of approximation for the series by B-continuous functions belong-
ing to the Lipschitz class. The Lipschitz class is given by
LipK = { f ∈ Cb(R
2
+); | ∆(x,y) f [s, t;x,y] |≤ K | logs− logx | | log t− logy |, L ∈ R
+}
where (u,v),(x,y) ∈ R2+.
Theorem 4.3 Let f ∈ LipK . Then the following holds
| I˜χw( f ;x,y)− f (x,y) | ≤
K
4w2
(M0,0+2M1,0+2M0,1+4M1,1)
where K is the Lipschitz constant.
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Proof. From the definition (2.1), we can write
I˜χw ( f ;x,y) = I
χ
w ( f (x,u)+ f (v,y)− f (u,v))
= Iχw
(
f (x,y)−∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y];x,y
)
= f (x,y)Iχw (1;x,y)− I
χ
w
(
∆(x,y) f [e
u,ev;x,y];x,y
)
Using the estimates of I
χ
w (| u− logx || v− logy |;x,y) , we obtain
| I˜χw ( f ;x,y)− f (x,y) | ≤
K
4w2
(M0,0+2M1,0+2M0,1+4M1,1) .
This completes the proof.
5 Examples of the kernels
In this section we provide a few examples of the kernel function in the setting of Mellin theory
satisfying the assumptions (K1)-(K2). We start with the well-known Mellin-B spline kernels
[11, 14]. For x ∈R+, the nth order Mellin B-spline function are defined as
B¯n(x) :=
1
(n−1)!
n
∑
j=0
(−1) j
(
n
j
)(
n
2
+ logx− j
)n+1
+
.
B¯n(x) is compactly supported for every n ∈ N. The Mellin transformation of B¯n (see [14]) is
given by
Mˆ[B¯n](c+ is) =
(
sin( s
2
)
( s
2
)
)n
, s 6= 0. (5.3)
Indeed, Bˆn(x) satisfies the assumptions (K1)-(K2) for every n ∈N and x ∈R
+
2 , see [14, 39] . We
can produce the multivariate kernel using univariate kernel functions as follows :
χˆn(x1,x2, ...,xn) :=
n
∏
i=1
χ(xi)
where xi ∈R
2
+, and χ(.) is any univariate kernel. For n= 2, we construct the bivariate kernel in
variables x and y as
χˆ2(x,y) := χ(x)χ(y) , (x,y) ∈R2+.
Exploiting the above construction, we define the bivariate B-spline kernel by
Bˆ22(x,y) = Bˆ2(x)Bˆ2(y) =


(1+ logx)(1+ logy), if e−1 < x,y< 1
(1− logx)(1+ logy), if 1< x< e, e−1 < y< 1
(1+ logx)(1− logy), if e−1 < x< 1, 1< y< e
(1− logx)(1− logy), if 1< x,y< e
0, if otherwise.
We show the approximation of f (x,y) = sin(x2− y2), (x,y) ∈ [0,2]× [0,2] by (I
χ
w f )w>0 using
Bˆ22(x,y) as the kernel function (see Figure-1 and Table-1).
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Figure 1: This figure shows the approximation of f (x,y) (Blue) by the series (I
χ
w f )w>0 for w = 10
and 40 (Yellow and Pink respectively).
Table 1 Error estimation (upto 4 decimal points) in the approximation of f (x,y) by I
χ
w f (x,y)
for w= 10,40.
x y | f (x,y)− I
χ
10 f (x,y)| | f (x,y)− I
χ
40 f (x,y)|
0.2 0.1 0.0033 0.0008
0.6 0.5 0.0119 0.0028
1.1 0.9 0.0366 0.0092
1.9 1.8 0.0185 0.0052
Next we show the convergence of the function g(x,y) = y2+ cos(pix), (x,y) ∈ [1,4]× [1,4]
by the series (I
χ
wg)w>0 (see Figure-2 and Table-2).
Table 2 Error estimation (upto 4 decimal points) in the convergence of g(x,y) by I
χ
wg(x,y) for
w= 5,35.
x y |g(x,y)− I
χ
8 g(x,y)| |g(x,y)− I
χ
35g(x,y)|
1.3 1.6 0.6079 0.1254
1.9 1.7 0.3958 0.1036
2.8 2.4 0.7695 0.1057
3.6 3.9 2.4188 0.5949
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Figure 2: This figure shows the convergence of g(x,y) (Green) by the series (I
χ
wg)w>0 for w= 8 and
35 (Blue and Pink respectively).
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